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PREFACE

Freemasons
and wherever
victimised

whenever

prosper in all free countries

imposed

there is law and order. They are

and persecuted

the pressure to conform is so heavily
that dissenters

are threatened

with

death, free spirits have always found the means of

in all states governed
ruler or a single

sharing

and spreading

party, and in places where all truth is considered

involve

veiling

to be found in a single book which is raised on a

them up in thick layers of lies and absurdity.

by the whims of an autocratic

their

them

ideas. This may

in allegory

or wrapping

The second aspect, which leads on from

pedestal, a fixed monument.

the first, places the Royal Art firmly within the

In the city, that teeming mass of isolated
the

history of ideas. Even today, all the metap,hors

Masonic lodge is a place where people can come

which allude to the act of becoming, and which

together

joy. The Rule,

we still now use to describe reality, derive from

rites and symbols, allow every person to become

the vocabulary of alchemy. The act of becoming

themselves:

is a metamorphosis.

people

inhabiting

today's

urban

in a spirit of fraternal

of meaning;

sprawls,

to discover that they are all makers
to recognise themselves

A metamorphosis

as sources of light adding to the general light,
while

accepting

flames

no one of these

can shed light

teaching
which

that

everywhere.

journey

single

to alchemy.

through

transformed.
intentionally

Many

takes place during

different

landscapes,

a

among

But, in this context,
been trivialised

the term has

into the act of

putting on a costume and playing a role. Those
who undertake this adventure come out of it

books exist on this subject, but they are generally
so strange and difficult to understand

underscores

forms and colours, during which each of us is

Masonic

is known as "The Royal Art", a term
used to be applied

This concept

Masonic thought.

and others

as to infuri-

ate any reader who is unused to going beyond the

with varying rewards, depending

literal meaning of things. However, there are two

scape they visit, their approach, what they make

aspects

of it and how much of it they see. A journey of

of the Royal Art-the

tradition

from

on the land-

which Freemasons draw most of their symbols-

initiation

which should encourage

sign-posts. The risk of becoming lost, of sliding

us to examine

closely. The first reveals its central
history of human behaviour.
embracing

orthodoxy

it more

back when attempting

role in the

Whenever

is not. a package tour. There

an all-

to go forwards, is what

gives life to the unexpected.
danger

has the power to exclude

and promise

understanding

or kill those who have doubts or ask questions,
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creates

The intertwining

of

the possibility

of

and allows the idea of freedom to
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be considered

a moral value. What Freemasons

have to offer is the notion

Freemasons
understand

of a society created

delve into myths in order to

how the human mind works, with a

around the union of diversity; the opposite of a

view to becoming

union of conformity.

people who act rather than react. During their

This book is a collection

journeys,

of the symbolic

free people, which is to say,

they cast aside their layman's rags in

images which Freemasons

encounter

on their

order ro don their costume of light and live out

journeys of transformation.!

The texts and illus-

different roles. In this way Freemasons are able to

trations form an intimate dialogue whose subject

experience

is Freemasonry, and which casts light on the rela-

simply ignored by those people bound by the

tionship

between

prejudices and certitudes of current, fashionable

intuition

and imagination.

into the history

dreams

and reality,
Anyone

philosophies.

who delves

of ideas must ask themselves

questions about the connections
ideologies

reason,

and traditional,

a reality which is often denied to or

Imagination

and reason feed off

each other even, and perhaps especially, when

between current

they are opposed.

timeless representa-

Freemasonry's

symbols are a part of our

tions of the world. Such questions inevitably lead

culture and of our lives, in the spiritual, intellec-

to a study of the symbols of Freemasonry,

tual and ethical realms as well as in our ordinary

watching

Freemasons

to

live with these symbols

daily routines.

and myths, and to listening to them debate the
subject. They are delighted
same opinions,

for debate

not to all have the
is vital to a culture.

Freemasonry is indeed a culture and, like all cultures, is a living fire where answers fuel new
questions.
The way in which Freemasonry uses symbolism gives us an insight into the word itself.
Masonic

symbolism

building:

building,

make" is undersrood
oneself".

is based on the notion
becoming

and making.

of
"To

as "to make so'mething

This approach

of

forges a relationship
L Editor's nore This work is a translation of a text written

between the physical roads we walk along in the

by a French Mason, Some of the content is peculiar to France
and will not be known to other Masons, Neverrheless, rhe

city on our way home and the spiritual paths
which in each of us lead between our desires and

basic principles described and explained are common to
Freemasonry wherever it is practiced throughout the world,

our thoughts,
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1. THE MASON'S PATH

spirits will become

AND THE FUNCTION OF SYMBOLS

instead of being enriched. The same remedy can
either kill or cure us. The difference is a matter of

Symbolism looks at the wodd as if it wete a text.

diminished

and alienated

It involves thinking about thought and speaking

quantity: it depends on the dosage and the situa-

about language. As its etymology suggests, a sym-

tion. Symbolism opens the doors of perception

bol is an image made up of various elements in

when it explores the links between desires and

such a way that the whole represents ~ore than

ideas, imagination

the sum of its parts.

generalises and the mind which dissects, but only

The first degree initiation
Entered Apprentice,
This statement

if it guarantees both elements their share and
doesn't lose itself in comfortable prejudices.

ritual, that of

states: "Here, all is symbo1."

describes

the path

and reason, the mind which

Working with symbolism can have a prac-

to follow:

"Here, we learn to look at the symbolic nature of

tical application when it helps us undermine

everything that exists." In other words, everything

automatic

should be seen as a metaphor. This point must be

gin. It corrects the formation of prejudices which

stressed, because

upon as merely a codified language, recognisable

in turn generate aberrant behaviour. Symbolism
is immune from .the drift towards the occult

to members of the same group and nothing more.

which often accompanies

symbolism

is so often looked

trust or servility with good will. It teaches us to

silised definitions which no longer fi~ a changing
reality. It causes us to accept the! transitory
of being,

constantly

becoming something
nise reality's
the porousness

think cleady and behave better.
The Masons' viewpoint can be defined by

in the process of

two ideas which are repeated

else. The point is to recogto recognise

of the boundaries

that separate

words to "gather

what

and "to gather

and knee-jerk

what

is scattered".

responding to these exhortations

is

It is by

that progress is

made towards objective knowledge. For the mental processes which are needed to develop these

Of course, symbolism can free us from preconceptions

again and again

during all the Masonic rites: "to reach further"

true, living nature,

categories, in other
scattered" .

esoteric study. It does

not confuse devotion with mysticism, faith with

In fact, the use of symbolism destroys fos-

nature

our

responses and link words to their ori-

reactions,

theories and their practical applications

only in so

involve

far as it is not dogmatic. If it becomes merely a set

acts of synthesis, association and application. It is

of memorised responses to a litany of simplistic

these which are vital for the completion

equations,

Mason's project.

such as "this means that", then our

The square and compasses
mind and mat"'r

are indissolubly

linked. They indicate the in"'raction

of the

between

and stand for the progression from the ma",rial to the spiritual.
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INTRODUCTION

Symbolism

emphasises

subjective

first of all in the context of biology. They are actu-

knowl-

edge. The use of symbolism encourages a form of

ally techniques

introspection

communication (or signalling) and serve to create
a netWork of ties betWeen different members of a

individual

through

free association,

and collective

laws governing

linking

history, as well as the

all things. Symbolists

for increasing

the efficiency

of

group. In animals, ritualisation is seen to decrease

postulate

that objective knowledge can only be approached

the use of violence. It exists before language. As

through subjective knowledge, as in the Socratic

for human beings, it enables us to look at ourselves from the outside and view ourselves as

aphorism, "Know thyself and thou shalt know the
world and the gods". Recognising

objects of study. To a biologist, therefore, rites and

this, Masons

explore the relationship betWeen desires and ideas

rituals perform a vital function. From an anthro-

and pick apart all dogmatic statements,

pological point of view, they are seen to become

even such

dogmas as are based on proof. They explore the

more and more diversified

different layers of meaning, performing

they evolve from the simple to the complex.
Freemasons are interested in rites because

the task

urged upon us by Spinoza, when he said, "You say

and complicated,

that you have chosen an idea because it is right.

they want to understand

Know that you believe it is right precisely because

society operate,

you have chosen it." Jacob ben Sheshet, a cabbal-

coming of a better and more enlightened

how human beings and

with a view to "preparing

ist of the Gerona School, invited us to perform a

ety". This sentence

similar experiment:

ritual. Masons explore how rites function

"When you say 'God created

as

the
soci-

is an extract from a Masonic
and

how traditional and religious rites are observed in

man in his image' and when you say 'Man created
God in his image', you believe that you are saying

every nation,

the opposite and, in a literal (pshatt) sense, that is

and life-styles.

true. It is up to you to study and meditate

tribute to the study of this subject.
Masonic rituals set down the order of rites

you understand

until

why and how you are saying the
to their familiarity

ism, Freemasons

recognise

aspect of any discourse.

All Masons

are asked to con-

and the way in which they are carried out. There

same thing in different ways."
Thanks

according to specific social codes

are many of them and they have evolved over

with symbol-

time.

the mythological

What

better

As for the rites

extremely

proof is

themselves,

they

are

similar and any Mason who travels

may come in for a surprise, but will never feel

there that the use of symbolism gathers what is
scattered?

completely

lost. The degrees-Entered

tice, Fellow and Master-are

Appren-

the same in every

II. RITES AND RITUALS

rite. Entered

A rite is a formal act, and a ritual is a set order

after three symbolic journeys, during which they

for the carrying out of rites. Ler us look at them

must confront

10
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and fire. Fellows

undertake

five journeys,

end of which they contemplate
As for the Masters,
of Hiram,

work

they must telive

the murdered

architect.

In all the rituals

observed

world Entered

Apprentices,

in lodges,

Solomon's

its two

pillars,

in the

who watches

over

sit the Entered
silent.

Masters

tively

To the

may sit

Entered

the threshold.

Apprentices

Apprentices
under

the

south

wherever

sit

the

Wardens.

Everywhere,

noon"

and stops

"at the

work

stroke

a reminder

that

in this

place

Boaz, which
door

to

Rite

existence

experiencing

and make

"at

the

a moment

lodge the vault

outside

of the ceiling

human

Everyone

enters

and works
Mason:

beings
wearing

the

an apron

symbolically

square,

acts as a mediator

and

compasses,

with

the

ed and

of a

ter)

who

speaks

addresses

rites
(or the sis-

Master

bearing

inside

the

the

temple.

In

in the other

rites

Worshipful

Secretary,

Master,
the

the

Mastet

Guard)

the

Treasurer,

two
the

of Ceremonies

may all be elected.

then

allowed
Master

to choose

officers,

is appointed

lodges

in the

female

11

as male
do not

Masonry,
accept

ones do not accept

although
any

or else

by a commit-

tee. Co- and female Masonry practice

gauge, lever, plumb

the

In

column

rota, while

Almoner,

the Worshipful

rule, plumb line and trowel.
Last but not least, the brother

one Watden

theirs.

Sometimes the Worshipful Master may be elect-

and gloves,
tools

raises

In
has a

by

and the Tyler or Inner

universe.

practiced.

are appointed

(the

the
the

on

Scottish

officers

Working,

officers

Orator,

with

is being

table, which

other

is positioned

Wardens,

depending

Rite, a broken

means of a yearly
these

and

adhuc stat (in Latin, it is still

inscription

Emulation

In every

is decorated

stars, to show that the temple
between

of time.

Jachin

side of the temple

each of the Wardens

the

Scottish

standing)

of

Rite

on their

when

Rectified

this

effort

of advancement

and Accepted

Working,

for

But the major

differently

Ancient

or the French

lowers

and serve as

the

the

small column

and

of time each person must step away from
daily

stand at eithet

Emulation

respec-

and during

of the lodge.

are positioned

whether

of midnight".

These times are, of course, symbolic

their

lies in the degrees

begins

and the run-

after that of Master. The two pillars,

The

Junior

the tem-

as well as in the regulations

difference

Fellows.

work

of the

ceremonies

or

Guard

choose.

and Fellows
direction

Senior

period

ning of meetings,

To the north

they

the initiation

officers

who are required

be
the

of rites is to

ways in which

appointing

Chair,

or Inner

of the great diversity

axis.

Master, who presides over the assem-

bly. To the west sits the Tyler

remain

describe

of

Master

must not

ples are laid out, in the texts of the. rituals which

Jachin

To the

"to attention"

they close their speech with

be seen in the different

and Mastets

lies on the east-west

east sits the

until

words "I have spoken".

the

and Boaz. The temple

Worshipful

and standing

interrupted

Evidence
throughout

representations

with

Chair

the passion

Fellows

symbolic

Temple

at the

the Blazing Star.

the same

some

male

and

some

"sisters"

any "brothers".

"1""
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The main difference between the rites lies
in the degrees of advancement,

(1684-1739),

or "High Grades".

a pastor

the

Scottish

There are seven of them in the French Rite, six
in the Rectified Scottish Rite, thirty-three

committee

Ancient

and Accepted

Scottish

in the

Rite,

of fourteen "learned"

approved

and

brethren,

who

it after making some corrections

and

in the rites of

changes. This text was intended to be read out in

Memphis,
Mizraim and Memphis-Mizraim.
ProtOcols betWeen the rites in France have estab-

the lodges each time a new member joined.
The first article of the Constitutions states

between

ninety and ninety-nine

in order to enable

that people must be judged according

Freemasons to visit lodges which practice a differ-

conduct, and not their teligious opinion:

lished a system of equivalences

ent rite from their own. Readers wishing to learn

"A Mason is oblig'd,

to their

by his Tenure,1

to

more about this subject have many books at their

obey the moral Law; and if he rightly

disposaL Although

stands the Art, he will never be a stupid Atheist,

Freemasons

work in lodges

that are said to be "duly tiled", that is to say iso-

nor an irreligious

lated ftOm other people and from exterior distur-

ancient

bances, Freemasonry is not a secret society, but
one manifestation of cultural and social life. The

Nation,

outside world influences

more expedient

Libertine.

Times Masons

under-

But though

were charg'd

it and is in turn influ-

whatever

Religion

them

to that

in which all Men agree, leaving their

particular

One final important fact needs to be made

it was, yet 'tis now thought
only to oblige

Opinions to themselves; that is, to be

clear: Freemasonry is not a religion. Yet, each cere-

good Men and true, or Men of Honour

mony ends, in the manner of religious ceremonies,

Honesty,

with a collection

Persuasions

in which everyone is asked to

give alms for charitable purposes. Freemasons call
the almsbox the "broken column".
Since

the eighteenth

lodges have grouped

century,

together

most

they may be distinguish'd;

or

whereby

Masonic

true Friendship

Persons that must have remain'd
Distance."

in federations.

among

at a perpetual

The idea that a person may be wotthy of
respect, no matter what their religion, falls within

important

was compiled

and is entitled

and

Denominations

Masonry becomes the Center of Union, and the

ern Freemasonry".
The

by whatever

Means of conciliating

These federations make up what is tenned "mod-

Freemasonry

in

in every

Country to be of the Religion of that Country or

enced by it. It reflects and radiates.

text

of modern

by various

The Constitutions

but is always associated

an ancient tradition of tolerance and open-mind-

authors

edness,

of the Free-

masons. It was published anonymously

but

it ran

against

the

dominant

ideology of the beginning of the eighteenth

in 1723,

tury. After

with James Anderson

about one and a half centuries

cenof

Religious Wars, a fragile peace had been estab-

A tracing board showing the first apartment
and Accepted

12

.

in

Ptesbyterian Church. He was commissioned to
edit it and his work was then submitted to a

of the Rose-Croix

Scottish rite) . Lodge of Mons

(Belgium),

grade (Ancient

eight£enth century.
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i
lished based on the division of nations between

those who supporred them risked the death penal-

the opposing currents of Christianity.

ty and only Catholics could hold public office.

According

to the principle of cuius regio, cuiusreligio

~very-

At this time, intolerance

At the time of Anderson's

Constitutions,

England and France were prey to intolerance

was a guiding

principle: birth and religion were seen as reliable

one had to accept the religion of their ruler.

ways of judging people. Both the persecutors and

and

the persecuted, the dominators and the dominat-

were persecut-

ed, were convinced that they belonged to a group

ed; in France it was the Protestants. The English
Civil War had been a Protestant
revolution

of chosen people who were up against the Devil's
minions.

Only by despising

which had led to the deposition and death of the

maintain

their self-esteem. The persecutors were

Catholic

more than just the enemies of the persecuted,

fanaticism.

In England, Catholics

King Charles

L After

the death

Cromwell, the royal family reinstated

Charles II, who professed to being Anglican,
the Protestant
Catholicism

Parliament

of

itself with

they

but

greatly feared that

justified in this fanatical
and faith!

and before declaring

William of Orange and his wife Mary joint sovereigns, Parliament

a role model
manifestation

to be emulated.
of power and of the

pleasure of wielding power-became

would regain" power under James II.

In 1688 he was deposed

offered

Cruelty-the

others could they

fully self-

obsession with purity

Talk of the pure and the impure, the chosen and the damned,

insisted on them adopting the

or the struggle between

Bill of Rights which stopped anyone who was
Catholic, or married to a Catholic, from ascend-

which thought can be made the lackey of auto-

ing to the throne.

During this difficult period,

matic responses, and ideology be made to support

Catholics, who were pejoratively called papists,
were not allowed to live in London, their taxes

gut instinct. Above all, such divisions deny the

were doubled and they were not permitted to own

doxical; that Life evolves, diversifies and becomes

light and darkness, are examples of the ways in

truth that reality is grey, contradictory

and para-

a weapon or a horse of any value. They also lost

more complex thanks to these contradictions

the right to buy or inherit land. In 1713, after the

to those forces which generate

death of William, "Queen Mary strengthened

because they are opposed.

the

old 1605 Test Act and the following year took

People have always known this and have

away the Catholics' right to teach.

been saying it for ever. Generation

In France, after rhe repeal of the Edict of
N antes in 1685, Protesrants

and

energy precisely

after genera-

tion they have affirmed the absolute superiority

no longer had the

of the individual

over the group. They have

right to pracrice their religion. After the declara-

argued that it is impossible to reduce identity to

tion of 1724, all religious gatherings
except
Catholic ones were forbidden. Protestanrs and

membership

of a group and they have valiantly

defended the freedom of opinion.

14
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Sixty years before Anderson's

C.onstitu-

had been tried (February

the Protection

the stake in Rome. Between

of Natural Knowledge was found-

ed. Jean Theophile

Desaguliers (1683-1739),

1633). Thirty

years

before that, Giordano Bruno had been burned at

tions for example, in 1662, the Royal Society for

those two dates,

Vanino Vanini had been burned alive at the age

co-

author of the Masonic Constitutions and, in 1719,

of thirty-five

Grand Master of the Lodge of Engiand, was one

and its dogmas (1619). Like endless echoes of

of its most active members. The Royal Society's

Socrates'

founding Charter was to be an inspiration ro the
authors of the 1723 Constitutions who said of it:

ment and counter-argument.

who want to stop history, freezing it into an eter-

"As for the members who make up the ranks of

nal present defined by an unchanging

the Society, let it be noted that they include peo-

truth, and those who recognise movement

ple of a variety of different

take pleasure

and ways of thinking.

religions, countries

The Society

trial, voices have been raised in arguThere

in searching

are those
revealed
and

out and defining

a

truth which is constantly changing.

saw itself

The partisans of an already defined truth

obliged to extend its franchise in this way in
order to fulfil the breadth of its own declared

impose their dogmas by force, in order to enjoy

ambitions.

the power of ruling others. They. speak of love and
yet they kill in its name, promoting the ideal of a

"They openly profess to want to lay the
foundations

for having dared to mock religion

not for an English, Scottish,

Papist or Protestant

Irish,

golden tomorrow. -Such truths may be religious,

philosophy, bur for a philos-

political, philosophic or even scientific. Bur they

ophy which encompasses

the whole of human

are always monolithic,
tarian, maintained

kind. By gathering together men of all countries

all-embracing

and totali-

by a chorus of official voices,

they are creating a favourable basis for the future

be they clergymen,

continuous

all

Submission is all that is required from their volun-

nations, which will make the Royal Society the

tary or enforced followers, who may be collective-

central bank and repository of world knowledge."

ly termed the "faithful" or even "militants".

exchange

of ideas

between

mandarins

or apparatchiks.

This dogmatic way of thinking comes from

In passing, it must be stressed that love of
knowledge has always been associated with a
love of life. Those who continue to learn free

be considered to be pathological.

themselves

son has its antidote

from old-fashioned

come to respect humanity

responses

a denial of reality as ever-changing,

and

dangers of realiry.
Looking back through

ity are either ignorant, or else are taking advanignorance.

Thirty

before the Royal Society was founded,

and other voices rise up in

answer, to remind us of the promise as well as the

in general. Those who

claim that a person's birth is a mark of their qualtage of other people's

and thus can
But every poi-

across the Rosicrucians,

years

history, we come

Comenius,

Bacon and Tommaso Campanella.

Galileo

15
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we meet an ancient Greek called Plethon, whom

III. OPERATIVE FREEMASONRY

Marsilio Ficino described as'being "almost a sec-

AND SPECULATIVE FREEMASONRY

ond Plato". This man was involved in setting-up

Contrary

Florence'sPlatonic

defended by many historians

Academy

which,

two cen-

to an old belief,

turies before the Royal Society, brought together

now

men of intelligence and learning, artists, poets,
doctors, astronomers and those learned in the

Speculative

ancient tongues, to discuss mankind and the city,

Operative

in

a position

to

(meaning

cal) Freemasonry

which

has been

in' the past, we are
demonstrate

theoretical

that

or philosophi-

did not derive directly

from

(or working) Freemasonry. In the sev-

and to discuss major issues from an interdiscipli-

enteenth

nary point of view. Plethon spoke the following

took their inspiration

words in public: "Each religion, my brethren,

of the Guild of Masons in order to give their

but a shard of Aphrodite's

is

broken mirror."2

and eighteenth

work the structure,

This tradition of tolerance and open-mind-

centuries,

Freemasons

from the rites and customs
organisation

and symbols

necessary to fulfil a specific purpose. This was to

edness can be traced back even further. It is epito-

gather together

mised by true mystics, that is to say by men who
temain open to self doubt and self-criticism. In the

different opinions and enable them to work on a

Christian

world they are exemplified

whole of humanity.

Rhineland

mystics, in the Muslim world by the

people of different

origins and

common project: the creation of a temple for the

by the

Rather than saying that Freemasonry

was

Sufis and in the Jewish world by the cabbalists.

born out of the Guild of Masons, it might be more

All of these mystics were disliked by the establish-

helpful to say that learned men who wished to

ment and by the clergy-be

work together

or Jewish-which

it Chtistian,

Islamic

claimed to represent them. For

and exchange

ideas adopted

the

symbolism and structures used by working masons.

institutions tequire devoted followets not mystical

For indeed, the symbolism of the Mason's

seers, because what they seek is power, not truth.

tools does enable a variety of different kinds of

This is why the cteation of an institution marks
the death of truth. In the same tradition are the

knowledge to be linked.

Biblical

prophets

who spoke out against

their

kings and high priests, shattering the certainties of
the ordinary people who were sunk into a rut of
accepted belief.
It is within this tradition that Freemasonry
takes its place and within
Iii

III

III

essential

Masonic

texts

whose literature
exist,

1. In Feudal Law this meant "the act or fact of holding a
tenement". By extension it hete means a person's rights and
duties.

the

from the Old

2. D. Beresniak, us Premiers Medicis et ['Academie platonicienne de Flarenee. Detrad, Paris, 1985.

Charges to Anderson's Constitutions.
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surrounding

the lett<r "0" , for geometry.

CHAPTER

.THE CALENDAR
DATING THE CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE

THE TEMPLE IS AN IMA.GEOFTHE WORLD AND

in France. For example, April 10, 1996 is "the

THE BEGINNING OF THE WORLD ESTABLISHES

tenth day of the second month of the year 5996

TIME. THE MASONIC WORLD IS SYMBOLICALLY

of Light". In the past, the Hebrew names of the

coeval

with

moment

the universe

of creation

and refers

to the

months

as the anno lucis, Year of

Light, or Year of Masonry. English masons took
their dates from James Ussher, an Anglican priest
born

in Dublin

in 1580, who published

The

in

masons

of the Ancient

and Accepted

Scottish Rite, and in particular those at the grade
of Knight Kadosh, use the Hebrew months and a

- . According to Ussher's reading of the Bible,
4,004 B.C. is the date of the Creation.

calendar

Generally

based on Jewish chronology,

accepted by the various English churches at the

der begins

years onto the Gregorian calendar.

basic text of modern

century, this chronology
which dates

Creation

from the same period.
The Masonic date adds four thousand
years to the currently
Christian

accepted

At the degree of Royal and Select Master,
which

which, in .its present form, dates from

in England

Solomon's

temple,

that is to say in 1,000 B.C.,

to its own

The templar

degrees which derive from

the Strict Templar Observance,
year generally

begins

and in the

known as the anno depositionnis.

reading of the Bible.
The Masonic

is used mostly

United States, time begins with the dedication of

the fourth century B.C. and counts the years since
of the world according

is 530 B.C., the date when building was

year is called the anno inventionis.

origins of the

era, or Year of Our Lord. It is less than

the creation

and adds 3,760

started on the second temple by Zerubbabel. This

three centuries off the date given by the Jewish
calendar

in mid-September

At the grade of Royal Arch, the date of

Constitutions, the

Freemasonry

or anno

hebraico, also known as anno mundi. This calen-

start of the eighteenth

was also adopted by Anderson's

has now

except in~some lodges of the

This calendar is not accepted everywhere.

his

Annals of the Old and the New Testaments
around 1650.

were used, but this practice

been abandoned,
Scottish Rite.

in

in the Germanic

March, a tradition which is observed particularly

nineteenth

This transcript of a Masonic

and

centuries, count from the date of the

meering from the year of the French Revolurion

according to both the Chrisrian and Masonic

18

a rite practiced

states in the eighteenth

cakndars,

is dated

1789 and 5789.
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THE

CALENDAR

founding of the Order of the Temple in A.D.
1118. This is the anno ordinis. Famous German

foundation,

which the Jewish calendar represents

both allegorically and symbolically. This explains

Freemasons, such as Goethe, Lessing, Herder and

why the most common practice among Masons,

Wieland, practiced this rite.

from the first degree of Apprenticeship

During the French Revolution,
those
French lodges that were still active in 1793

to add four thousand years to the Christian date,

adopted

Light which was shed on the foundations of a work

.

the revolutionary

invented

calendar,

by a Freemason,

thus symbolically associating themselves with the

which was

Charles

Gilbert

that is still to be completed.

Romme (1750-95).

This very notion

neys,

Freemasons

cast aside

their

of dating the Creation

has meaning and provides food for thought only

During the course of their symbolic jourclothes and allow historical

onwards, is

if it is seen as being symbolic, that is to say if it is

layman's

and legendary char-

seen as forging a link between a realiry which is

acters to dress them in robes of light. At each

still to be determined,

place they visit, there exists a time, or dimen-

experience that reality as if it were already fully
derermined.

sion, of the temple, whose beginning corresponds
to a specific project.

The Old Testament

tradi-

tion defines man as a partner of the Creator. The
Book of Genesis

(Bereschit 2,3) states that the

Eternal blessed the seventh day and sanctified it
because "he rested on the seventh

day after all

the work he had been doing" (acher bam Elohim
la'asoth). Later on, the text of Genesis points out
that man was created to cultivate the earth and,
once created,

was "settled...

Eden to cultivate

in the garden of

and take care of it" (Bereschit

2,15).
In the JudGeo-Christian

culture,

Masons

accept the Biblical image of a constantly changing
creation and define their mission as a continuation
of the work started by the Great Architect

of the

Universe. Given the fact that they see themselves
as heirs to a world in the process of being constructed'
themselves

it is natural

that they should

in it from the very beginning

place
of its

20

and our natural desire to
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CHAPTER

THE CHAMBER OF
REFLECTION
ill

PREPARATION

II

:I

THE CHAMBER OF REFLECTION,PRESENT ONLY

which is the ancient command to examine one-

IN CERTAIN MASONIC RITES, IS A SMALLROOM

self-visita

IN WHICH THE CANDIDATES ARE LEFTON THEIR

occultam lapidem: (visit the centre of the earth

own for a period before the initiation
H

'I

FOR A JOURNEY

ceremony

and by rectifying

begins.! Seated at a table, they write their Philosophical Will, which is later to be read out in

These symbols derive from alchemy, a tra-

the lodge.

dition which has provided us with all of the sym-

Isolation

in a hut or cave begins a ritual

during which a symbolic metamorphosis

bols we use today to descri~e metamorphosis.
Salt, which is extracted from sea water by evaporation, is fire delivered from water. As for sul-

is expe-

rienced; like a chrysalis hatching
out of its
cocoon the initiate comes our of the darkness a

I

:~

.~
,~

II

II
H

you shall find the hidden

stone).

i1i

'II

interiora terrae, rectificando invenies

phur, alchemists believed

that it is. to the body

new person. Such a custom is usual amongst all
peoples and in all places where initiation rites

what the sun is to the earth. The coupling of salt

are traditional.

and death, of light and darkness nourishing

It serves to separate

and sulphur is an image of ambivalence,

the neo-

of life
one

phytes from their family and to make them con-

another.

sider the notions

Chamber of Reflection is the "trial and proof of
earth". The first lesson to be learnt is that noth-

of death

and rupture.

Chamber of Reflection is a modern,
form of the ancient cave of initiation.

The

updated

For Masons,

the

sojourn

in the

ing is intrinsically good or bad. Only people, like

The initiate is alone with a sheet of paper
and a pencil. The Chamber of Reflection is lit

builders,

can make something

depending

on how they use it. We may already

only by a candle which casts its feeble light on a

understand

this idea intellectually, but intellectu-

number

al knowledge is not enough. Ritual ceremonies,

of orname;ts:

a human

skull, some

good or bad,

bones, a lump of bread, a flask of water, an hour-

myths and symbols are used to facilitate the shift

glass, a saucer containing

from knowledge

salt and another

con-

taining sulphur. On the wall, are murals painted
in white on a black background:
scythe, and the word VITRIOL

a cockerel,

a

to experience,

that is to say,

from what has been conceptualised
been lived our.

to what has

The hourglass is an invitation

to reflect on

or VITROLUM

,i
II

Befare being admitted.

candidates

are led into the Chamber

Wills. The notice on the wall warns:

"Vitriol.

of Reflection,

where they mkditate and write their Philosophical

If curiosity brings you here then LEAVE!

There is still time."

~

22
3
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THE

CHAMBER

0

F

REFLECTION

the teversibility of time; the bread denotes the

alchemy and is now used in Freemasonry, is pre-

vital transformation

cisely that: the art of finding the happy medium.

from the raw to the cooked;

The exhortation

and water represents fertility. So knowledge has
to be reexamined,

'

l

~i

Iii

~II

Masonic

but to light afire",

seeing them as complementary

quotation

as Montaigne

put it. This

from the author of the Essays leads us

to the cockerel,
Hermes

which announces
It is associated

experience
then

with Mercury/

Conflicts

legitimacy as the linchpin
turbulence

between people may be seen as

the echo of the interior conflicts we aU experi-

has been put in the hands of a skeleton to repre-

ence. And if reality is to be perceived as shadowy

sent death,

and in the process of changing, from its simplest

the great leveller. This image con-

finns and iUustrates the teaching revealed in the

manifestations

other symbols: death in the vegetable world is a
source of life for the animal world.

then it can be approached

These symbols focus the neophytes'

to its most complex and diverse,

atten-

how these images become
imaginary

trial

and proof

of earth

which

This initial

in the Chamber

tales which

elements

The Chamber
where the exploration

, "and".

of Reflection

er, raise these vital 'questions.

In the

body, energy is caUed tension. If it is excessive,
then it can be lethal. But so can a lack of it.

1. The Chamber exists in rhe Ancient and Accepted
Scottish rite and C6ntinental European lodges but not in
the Emulation rite.

Only between these two extremes is life possible.
which

begins.

and scythe

are images which, when they are brought togeth-

For energy is, in fact, the ftuit of contra-

The Royal Art,

is the place

of these paths

The bread, salt, hourglass, cockerel
forces which resist each other.

of myths,

have the ring of truth

because they run on the winding paths that lead
from desires to ideas.

of

word "or", and its resulting attitudes, by the word

dictory

is a

way of showing how words create images and

to free themselves

from those phantoms

only by words. It is

only what we can say about it. Symbolism

tion on the need to recognise reality as it is, and

II

i
I
I

and to move on; to

century that it

Reflection shows the way forward: to replace the

!II
!

the desire to be one thing,

to remain

between chaos and order, between
and stiUness.

them is proof of the passage

set light and darkness in opposition.

I
I
I

another;

we give contradictions

I~

!i

by

the desire to conform atld the desire

guishing

between

during

opposites. We aU

them. The ability to associate things by distin-

As for the scythe, the tool used for reap-

ru

uttered

contradictions

believe and to doubt. By replacing "or" by "and"

who sets limits and helps us to cross

ing, it is only since the fifteenth

I[
I

rituals,-reconciles

to be exceptional;

the appear-

from knowledge to experience.

III

to "gather what is scat-

is frequently

qualities, but to alter them; "not to fiU up a vase,

ance of light.
,Ii

tered",-which

not to increase its ontological

used to be a term for

I'
I~

A skull and various alchemical symbols accompany

III

the candidates

during the trial and proof of earth.

~

I

I
I.I
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